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Abstract: Today, the world is facing so many serious problems that any one of them could lead humanity down the 

path of destruction. All of humanity is aware of this fact, but drastic action cannot be taken while world leaders 
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done to ensure humans do not destroy the planet. Here is the manual to save the world from the apocalypse. 
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I.   THE EXTENSIVE PROBLEMS OF TODAY’S WORLD 

Today, most people harbour a pervading sense of dread about the world ending. Some of the main man-made problems 

include: Abnormal weather patters [1][2][3]; increasing temperatures [4][5]; natural disasters [6][7]; wildfires on a large 

scale [8][9]; incomprehensible natural phenomena [10]; never-ending environmental destruction [11]; appalling levels of 

water [12] and air pollution [13]; fish ingesting plastic debris [14]; destructive deforestation practices [15]; an incredible 

amount of landfills [16]; disposal of hazardous substances [17]; desertification [18]; acid rain [19]; depletion of the ozone 

layer [20]; dramatic levels of wildlife extinction [21]; and more. Parallel to all these events, there is an increasing level of 

human-on-human violence, including indiscriminate mass shootings [22]; gun violence resulting in hundreds of weekly 

deaths [23]; incomprehensible crimes of extreme violence, such as serial murders [24]; national and international conflicts 

which result in large number of refugees [25][26][27]; racial violence [28]; casual violence [29]; political disputes that 

serve to radicalize portions of the population [30]; frequent conflicts between people [31]; and many more. These events 

usually mean that people are suspicious and cautious of others they interact with due to being uncertain about the levels of 

hostility they may be exposed to due to casual remarks or actions. 

II.   HUMAN EGOS OVER REASON 

Reason and rationality, which used to be prevalent in society, are no longer emphasized or employed. Instead, humans 

with large egos, who pursue only their individual interests due to their self-preservation, greed, and ambition for power, 

are currently in control of society [32][33]. Also, humans worry about unexpected adverse incidents that could happen due 

to unpredictable human egos, such as being fired by an authoritarian boss [34] or ―being cancelled.‖ Humanity has moved 

past the universal value platform of reason and rationality that could be depended on regardless of the situation, because, 

in today’s world, pathological human egos take precedence over anything else. Even justice is overridden by aggression, 

money, and power in the face of these egos [35]. People with louder voices, rather than the quiet people who possess 
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reason, control situations. The natural balance is ignored in the highly competitive, excessively capitalistic world of today 

[36]. This is the age of human egos over truth. 

III.   ENVIRONMENTAL DESTRUCTION AND HUMAN DESTRUCTION 

The global issues mentioned above can be divided into two categories. The first is environmental destruction, which is 

external; and the second is human destruction, which is internal [37][38][39][40][41]. Humanity tends to focus on 

environmental destruction, as it can be seen. However, the destruction of human nature results in mass shootings, serial 

murders, gun violence, extremely violent crimes, domestic and international conflicts, racial violence, violence in daily 

life, political disputes, and frequent conflicts between people [42][43][44][45][46]. Human destruction are currently 

progressing at the same rate as environmental destruction, which can be seen in the violence, abuse, neglect, disputes, 

confrontations, discrimination, and wars of today. The destruction of human nature can lead to the destruction of human 

society from the inside, plunging humanity into an even more severe crisis. 

IV.   NEGATIVE REACTIONS TO NEGATIVE ACTIONS 

In physics, there is a law that states any action has an equal and opposite reaction [47]. Therefore, the global problems 

being faced today must be considered as reactions to an initial action. So, what is this initial action? It is the irresponsible, 

malicious, and destructive behaviours humans engage in, where they do as they please at the expense of others [48][49]. 

Humans differentiate between ―us‖ and ―them,‖ which allows people to ignore or intentionally cause damage to others, 

including the natural environment, animals, and other races and nations [50]. Therefore, the severe problems facing 

humanity today are just reactions to what people have done and continue to do to others; All the negative issues being 

faced today are reactions to humanity’s negative actions. 

V.   GLOBAL ADHERENCE TO THE WESTERN VALUE OF CONQUERING NATURE 

Humanity harming the natural environment is due to the Western stance of conquering nature [51]. The Eastern 

perspective, especially the Japanese tradition, was originally coexisting with nature [52]. However, because of the 

material wealth and flashiness of the Western lifestyle, especially the American lifestyle, other countries have become 

attracted to this lifestyle [53][54] and subconsciously aspire to the American lifestyle and beliefs, including conquering 

nature. Therefore, people across the globe are currently living highly human-centered lives at the expense of the natural 

environment [55][56]. As a result, natural environments across the globe have been damaged or destroyed, leading to the 

innumerable severe environmental problems being experienced currently. As America is the role model for people across 

the world [57], they are pursuing wealth while damaging the natural environment, resulting in a sense of well-being in 

only small sections of the human population instead of a sense of well-being for the whole planet. 

VI.   SHIFTING WELL-BEING FROM ONLY THE HUMAN SPHERE TO THE WHOLE PLANET 

Humans can stop environmental destruction by shifting the pursuit of well-being away from humans only to the whole 

planet [49][58][59], as welfare has only been considered in the human sphere. But, if humans are serious about stopping 

all the adverse reactions they face, they must stop the dehumanization of others and the compartmentalization of 

convenience [60][61]; Humans need to integrate with the natural environment and consider the well-being of the whole 

planet. Jung stated that individuals’ life missions should be to unify and integrate their split selves into one whole [62]. 

Therefore, a critical mission for human beings is to unify and integrate humans and nature, which are currently split into 

two pieces. In physics, compartmentalization is a highly vulnerable state, while integration is reliable and stable [50]. The 

human goal should be to coexist with this planet. 

VII.    KILLING ANIMALS FOR FOOD AS THE ROOT CAUSE 

This section discusses how Western civilization separated humans from nature in the first place. Animal domestication 

first started with sheep in the Middle East approximately 12,000 years ago. At that time, people began settling in the 

region due to the availability of water from the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, amongst others. This influx of humans into the 

region increased the levels of hunting in addition to plant domestication, which soon led to animal domestication, which is 

more stable. To regularly kill animals for food, these early humans needed to emotionally separate themselves from the 

animals, including degrading or despising them. This process led to Western civilization denying or detesting nature, 

including the conditions in which animals live, and the features and behaviors of animals [63][64].  
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VIII.    DENYING THE HUMAN IDENTITY BY DENYING NATURE 

What originally started as the justification for killing animals for food contained an unexpected contradiction, which later 

led to the endangerment of humanity: Human beings are a part of nature itself. Thus, denying nature means denying 

human nature and the various identities that exist within it [65][66]. However, already deeply submerged in 

anthropocentrism for over 10,000 years, most humans are unaware of this fact and continue to enjoy extremely human-

centered lifestyles. Furthermore, humans attempt to annihilate nature and all that is natural [37][67][68], because humans 

detest the nature in themselves due to these contradictory psychological mechanics. This is a clear symptom of 

psychological projection [69][70], which can intensify due to the projection not being targeted at the original source [71]. 

It is for this reason that humans are witnessing intense destruction today. In other words, human beings and the whole of 

human civilization are labouring under a framework similar to that of Dissociative Identity Disorder, in that humans 

cannot accept who they naturally are and, therefore, separate their identities [72]. Some younger generations may not have 

had contact with completely natural ecosystems, as defined by the Baseline Shift Theory [73], which can result in 

unspeakable discomfort due to their being a part of nature [74]. It is important to note that humanity can never be 

genuinely peaceful or happy while labouring under this framework of denying themselves, no matter how much wealth 

people may collect.  

IX.    ATTAINING PARTIAL WELL-BEING IS PHYSICALLY IMPOSSIBLE 

Animals are very representative of nature, in that they are natural beings with sentience [63]. As humans are also natural 

beings, what people do to animals is damaging and destroying nature, and, therefore, humanity [75][76]. Humans must 

correct this practice of denying themselves [63] by gaining understanding on how to accept themselves. As stated above, 

to do this, humans must shift the welfare parameters from specifically humans to the whole planet, including plants and 

animals. Humans can never attain true peace and happiness  considering the welfare of only humanity. It is physically 

impossible to establish happiness only in a selected specific section [77], for everything humans do is connected on this 

organic finite sphere [78][79]. It is as if you were trying to keep clean only our selected corner in a bathtub. If you try to 

keep it clean by discharging the waste to the outside, the waste will come back to the corner in time. Thus the only way 

for humans to be happy on Earth is to ensure the well-being of all life [80].  

X.    CAPITALISM, CHRISTIANITY, AND HUMANISM AS OBSTACLES TO THE PARADIGM 

SHIFT 

There are several obstacles to implementing this paradigm shift. The first is capitalism, which can only operate on eternal 

expansion, thereby signifying the external destruction of nature [41][81]. The very engine of capitalism comprises 

individual interests [82], which promote excessive competition among human beings [83]. The second obstacle is 

Christianity due to promoting anthropocentrism [84][85], even though it teaches lessons aimed at positive living. Rising 

to popularity in Jerusalem between 1200-165 BC, the beliefs of Christianity are based on the Old Testament, which is also 

the basis for the Jewish and Islamic holy books. This text lacks the contemporary viewpoints of caring about nature, 

including animals and other people, as nature and animals are described as existing only for the development of human 

beings, specifically in Judaism [86]. Christianity is considered one of the most powerful religions today, having the largest 

number of followers, with approximately two billion believers in mostly Western countries. The third obstacle is 

Humanism, which started during the Renaissance, emphasized Eurocentrism, and advocated for human-centered values 

[87]. These three theories and beliefs contributed to securing anthropocentrism as an unshakable social convention. 

Therefore, Christian views needs to be readjusted to meet current social needs by reiterating God’s intention of human 

responsibility: taking care of plants, animals, and others [88]. Capitalism needs to be replaced with new economic policies 

and practices that emphasize the importance of humanity’s coexistence with nature, such as Green parties, the Green New 

Deal, and so forth [41][89][90][91]. Humanity must include nature as a part of the human identity [92][93] and must be 

the central force in promoting the shift to the well-being of the entire Earth. Humans need to strategically deal with these 

obstacles in order to make the paradigm shift as smooth as possible.  

XI.   COMPARTMENTALIZED CRUELTY CAN TRANSFER TO OTHERS 

If humans continue with the current human-centered lifestyle, it is just a matter of time before Earth is a dead planet 

[93][94]. Human beings need to understand that their existence is owed to this planet and it is being destroying by their 

own hands [95] because of their fixed, pathological, and distorted ways of thinking [63]. Humans are demolishing the 
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grace provided to them by the Earth [96]. Human civilization exists and operates at the expense of plants, animals, and the 

disadvantaged [97]—groups that are treated as expendable [91]. If the cruelty to these groups and species is condoned, the 

cruelty will extend to other groups. This means that humans cannot compartmentalize their cruelty to specific targets [50]. 

As humans live according to emotion and not reason, they cannot switch the impulses on or off at will. Thus, cruel acts 

that are allowed in society can be visited upon others when the conditions are suitable in the society which lost empathy.   

XII.   ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE GLOBAL REALITY 

Every time a climate change conference is held, world leaders talk about numbers, data, and statistics, and they set their 

goals decades ahead, thereby passing the responsibility onto the following generations [98]. Some world leaders even 

deny the climate crisis due to their own distorted egos [99][100]. Another problem is that climate change is happening on-

site, but world leaders do not see it and they discuss the issue in terms of numbers, data, and statistics, which are all 

secondary sources of what is actually happening [101]. By doing this, they fool and manipulate people. For example, 

these world leaders set the automobile emissions limit for each country, but richer countries use their wealth to get around 

these limits [102]. However, these are all surface-level attempts at addressing the problem. Each country must start to do 

the best they can now to mitigate climate change. Thus, humanity’s goal should be concrete guidelines on what should be 

done in daily life in order to unify human lives with nature.  

XIII.   STEPS TO ENSURE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

Humans should: 

1. Shift from eating the meat of slaughtered animals to eating plant-based or cultured meat by making these products 

readily available in supermarkets at inexpensive prices; 

2. Ensure the survival of animals by relocating animals that have accidentally entered human areas; 

3. Stop hunting wildlife and using animals for human practices such as experiment, etc.; 

4. Shift to hydrogen, electric, solar power, wind, and other renewable sources of energy, which are natural processes; 

5. Strictly supervise the natural environment to prevent wildfires, devise effective preventative measures to stop wildfires 

before they spread extensively, and institute much stricter punishments for those who violate the guidelines; 

6. Differentiate between human areas and natural areas that should be untouched by human activity by setting up new 

infrastructure, such as transportation systems that connect human areas; 

7. Protect water sources by strictly supervising industrial waste; 

8. Stop producing materials which create hazardous emissions during production; 

9. Develop easier methods of decreasing the amount of waste materials, as well as easier recycling methods; and 

10. Strictly control the use of dangerous materials, preservatives, desiccants, and the like. 

Human civilization needs to adopt the self-cleaning processes of nature. Additionally, a new industry that repairs the 

damage caused by human activities needs to be established [103].  

XIV.   STEPS TO ENSURE THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN NATURE 

Parallel to these environmental guidelines, policies that ensure protection of the inner nature of human beings whose 

destructive efforts have reached the same profound level of environmental destruction need to be developed. These 

include: 

1. Protecting pregnant women from psychological distress and harmful environmental compounds; 

2. Protecting infants, especially during the critical period from birth to three years of age, from neglect, abuse, and 

exposure to harmful conditions, such as parental arguments and dysfunctional or unstable living conditions. It is crucial to 

make the outside world safe for them; 

3. Supervising children older than three years of age from a certain distance and meeting their needs only when they 

request it; 
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4. Involving children in all family communication, which should be both friendly and bidirectional; 

5. Declaring and executing clear social directions of what is right and what is wrong, the definitions for which should not 

be influenced by capitalistic interests; and 

6. Developing social institutions that complement what the family structure tends to fail to provide. 

Parents must always keep in mind that family life is a preparatory period for children, as it develops future independence. 

For this, parents must protect the inner nature of their children and never attempt to change it to their own [104]. 

XV.   OPENING PANDORA’S BOX 

Humans share 99% of their DNA with chimpanzees [105] and originally evolved to be more herbivorous [106]. However, 

humans crossed this natural line and started to eat animal flesh [63]. To do this, humans had to violate the the ―Thou shalt 

not kill‖ commandment [107], thereby cementing the fundamental social practice of using violence when conditions 

permit [108]. Ever since humans opened this Pandora’s Box [109][110], they have been ignoring, degrading, and 

destroying nature, both inside and outside of themselves, and have been justifying these acts using religion [84][85], 

philosophy [87], and principles and theories [41][81] created to suit their pleasures. The result is the myriad 

environmental troubles and human violence faced today. Thus if humans are to continue living the current human-

centered lifestyle, it is only a matter of time that this planet will become a dead planet [111][112]. Therefore to avoid this 

apocalypse, people must shift the human civilization paradigm. 

XVI.   RE-EVALUATING HUMANS’ CURRENT LIFESTYLE OF COMFORT AND 

VICTIMIZATION OF THE WEAK 

If one lives in an industrialized country and is employed by a specific company, they work under the unspoken rule of the 

company’s preservation [113]. Some people even believe that protecting the organization is their purpose, thereby 

misunderstanding how adults should support their own family. As a result, these people choose self-preservation, even if it 

does not match with the values of social justice. Therefore, it is often the case that companies’ interests, which are usually 

capitalistic, work against this paradigm shift. Partial justice is highly likely, but total justice is not [114]. Sectionalism is 

the cause of the destruction of holistic well-being. World leaders do not listen to young climate activists because the 

politicians believe that protecting their national interests is their sole duty, which usually works against ensuring the well-

being of the whole world. They assume that young people who do not yet have the responsibility of supporting their 

families do not understand. However, these young people are raising awareness that the climate crisis affects all human 

lives and action needs to be taken as soon as possible. The security of the populations the politicians oversee is a 

secondary agenda for some world leaders [78], for which they will never be held accountable as this justice will be 

exacted decades after their retirement. This same process happens on the individual level: Humans are luxuriating in their 

current convenient and comfortable lifestyles, forgetting that it is made possible by the victimization of plants, animals 

[115], and other people [97]. For example, Christmas is celebrated with the mass slaughter of turkeys [116], leather 

jackets are made from cows’ hides, inexpensive holidays that take advantage of impoverished people who do not see their 

own families during these festive periods are undertaken. Humans have to ask if they can truly be happy when others are 

being victimized [117][118][119][120]. Currently, well-being is limited to only privileged people. 

XVII.    UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME AS A MEANS OF MITIGATING RESISTANCE TO CHANGE 

To ensure a paradigm shift, humans need to counteract the resistance to this idea ahead of time. People in developing 

countries resist the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, particularly in oil-producing countries [121][122][123], and 

they also resist measures to protect plants and animals [124]. This is because these are the ways in which these people 

ensure their survival, which is due to the current global inequality and resulting poverty. Under capitalism, many 

populations in developed countries are also subject to competitive lifestyles [125]. For both of these reasons, humans 

should consider instituting the policy of universal basic income, which guarantees decent lives [91]. This, then, will grant 

people in developing countries the ability to consider their overall well-being, and will remove the need for people in 

capitalistic societies to work unnecessarily. It will also promote production using artificial intelligence and 3D 

automation, and aid in mitigating further environmental destruction by individual interests. Additionally, it should be 

obligatory for the owners of social infrastructure (both software and hardware) to give a fixed part of their revenue back 

to the public, which will be sourced from the public regularly paying for the use of ready-made systems rather than 
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buying new products. Bureaucracy also needs to be simplified to clearly indicate the responsibilities of those in 

government and other organizations [126].  

XVIII.    THE SMALL NUMBER OF SUPER ELITES ENJOYING ALL OF THE PRIVILEGES 

The most challenging obstacle is the small number of super elites who are enjoying all of the privileges in the current 

social system: They eschew changes that could jeopardize their current wealth. They have enormous power in the current 

world and prioritize their survival over the rest of the population [91]. They are already waging war against the general 

population, comprising people who are unaware that such a war exists. This general population cannot hope to have 

comparable levels of power in this war, except through their conviction in terms of which side is right and the number. 

Though these elites are powerful, there are not a lot of them as their power is based on the people they control. Yet the 

world is heading for total destruction. The general population should not be fooled by the elites’ lies that the future will be 

bright, as the elites are referring to their own futures and not that of the general population. Those who deny the 

possibility of the world’s destruction are liars who know they can survive should it occur. We cannot, as things are, the 

way it is. Based on this unshakeable truth, the general masses must unify. Firstly, climate change, the Green New Deal, 

animal rights, racism, and gun violence activists must unite, as they are all fighting for the same cause [127][128][129]: to 

protect nature, both inside and outside of humans, which is fundamentally good.  

XIX.    HOLY WAR AGAINST “THE ENEMY OF THE EARTH” 

This is a war between those who believe in the characterization of nature as fundamentally good and those who 

characterize it as evil. The truth is that both nature and human nature are inherently good because all forms of life—the 

miracle of this planet—were made possible by Mother Nature. Thus, all activists must collaborate and become leaders of 

the world to protect nature. It is these activists’ duty to enlighten the world of this truth in order to unite the global 

population to fight against the small number of super elites [130][131][132][133], for they are planning to exterminate the 

rest of the population to save only themselves. Therefore, to save this planet, those who believe in the inherent goodness 

of nature must win by any means, by completely engulfing this globe with the idea of considering others and striving for 

holistic well-being. This will be accomplished by the general masses uniting and not working for the super elites. By 

doing this, the general masses can isolate and incapacitate the super elites, who are endorsing extremism [91][134]. The 

dictators and nationalistic citizens emerging over the world today are unmistakable signs of this secret plan. The 

masterminds of these plans are convicted criminals with evil minds. Thus, they are the enemies of the Earth and they will 

never change. As such, they must be removed by the general masses to win this Holy War [135][136]. Only then can 

humans achieve true peace and happiness on Earth.  

XX.   A CALL FOR UNIFICATION OF THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF ACTIVISM UNDER THE 

BANNER OF THE UNITED EARTH 

Humanity must end the current unnatural order on this planet, the badly designed model of human civilization [63], which 

is fuelled by the victimization of plants, animals, and disadvantaged people. It is time that all the social justice activists 

work through their subtle differences and form one platform [127][128][129] under the name of The United Earth [137]. 

In order to identify if these activists are sincere about the cause they are advocating, they must prioritize their objectives 

over their egos, as is often the case when forming political coalitions. If these activists manifest this behavior, the general 

population will unquestionably support them in this Holy War of good versus evil. Achieving integration of human 

civilization and nature [40][138][139] is a critical mission on Earth. In summary, in order to achieve this global goal, 

activist organizations across the world must be unified under the banner of The United Earth to protect nature, both inside 

and outside, and they must orchestrate mass revolt against the super elites who stand in the way. 
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